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Abstract
Children are more vulnerable in vehicles compared to adults in collisions. Two
main reasons are the different body structure between these two and vehicles
are more designed to fit adults. Children’s head is larger relative to their body
mass and their neck muscle ligaments are still not fully developed. Children
are therefore in need of a restraint system that match their anatomy to make
them protected during transportation in vehicles. Crash tests have shown that
if children up to the age of five use rear-facing child car seats are the chances
reduced of injuries by five times compared to front-facing.
This report describes the development project of a concept which enables to
fasten a rear-facing child car seat with the car seat belt. The objective was to
design the fastening components for a rear-facing child car seat that suits
children up to five years and considering the regulations, ECE R44, and the
Swedish Plus test. This is a Master thesis that has been in collaboration with
Company X and Havd Group in Gothenburg. The project aimed to deliver a
digital concept of the fastening components with information about the
material, manufacturing methods, product costs, and design form. Also, was
the aim to gather information through the project on what it takes to develop
a rear-facing child car seat.
The project consisted of five phases: planning, pre-study, ideation, detailed
design and at last presentation of the result. The first phase was to plan and
coordinate the project. A pre-study was then made investigating the products
on the market, interviews with both users and experts regarding safety for
children in vehicles, relevant literature for developing a child car seat was also
collected and regulations were studied. The ideation phase developed ideas
and three concepts were taken forward for development. One concept was
chosen after decision making and the concept was more detailed designed in
CAD. The result is presented through a CAD model which illustrates the
design form and chosen material.
The result is a concept that fastens the car seat belt with two hooks which can
be connected to the child car seat base. In the base is two buckles designed to
connect with the hooks, which uses the same fastening way used in the
vehicles to fasten passengers. This is supposed to increase the usability of the
installation. Material, manufacturing methods and product costs have been
considered and are presented with the result.

Sammanfattning
Barn är mer sårbara i fordon jämfört med vuxna i kollisioner. Två
huvudorsaker är på grund av kroppsuppbyggnaden mellan barn och vuxna
skiljer sig och fordon är mer utformade för att passa vuxna. Barnets huvud är
större i förhållande till sin kroppsmassa och deras nack- och ledmuskulatur är
ännu inte fullt utvecklade. Barn behöver därför extra skydd som matchar deras
anatomi för att skydda dem under transport i fordon. Krocktester har visat att
om barn upp till fem år använder bakåtvända barnstolar minskas skadorna med
upp till fem gånger i jämförelse med framåtvända.
I denna rapport beskrivs ett utvecklingsprojekt av ett koncept som gör det
möjligt att fästa en bakåtvänd barnstol med bilbältet. Målet var att utforma
fästkomponenterna för en bakåtvänd barnstol som passar barn upp till fem år
och med hänsyn till reglerna, ECE R44 och svenska Plus testet. Detta är en
master uppsats i samarbete med Company X och Havd Group i Göteborg.
Projektets syfte var att leverera ett digitalt koncept av en designform med
information om material, tillverkningsmetoder och produktkostnader. Målet
var även att samla information genom projektet om vad som krävs för att
utveckla en bakåtvänd bilbarnstol.
Projektet bestod av fem faser: planering, förstudie, idégenerering, detaljerad
design och slutligen presentation av resultatet. Den första fasen var att planera
och samordna projektet. En förundersökning gjordes sedan där undersökning
av produkterna på marknaden utfördes, intervjuer hölls med både användare
och experter angående säkerhet för barn i fordon, relevant litteratur för att
utveckla en barnbilsstol samlades också och reglerna undersöktes. Idéfasen
utvecklade många idéer och tre koncept togs fram för vidare utveckling. Ett
koncept valdes ut som blev mer detaljerad utvecklad i CAD. Resultatet
presenteras genom en CAD-modell som illustrerar designformen och valda
material.
Resultatet är ett koncept som fäster bilbältet med två krokar som kan anslutas
till basen. I basen är två spännen utformade för att kunna ansluta krokarna.
Fastsättningen använder samma fastsättningsmetod som används i fordon för
att fästa passagerare. Detta är tänkt att öka användbarheten under installationen.
Material, tillverkningsmetoder och produktkostnader har beaktats och
presenteras med resultatet.
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1 Introduction
This report is the result of a master thesis project in Industrial Design
Engineering with the profile Product Design at Luleå University of
Technology. The project time was 20 weeks and consisted of 30 ECTS credits.
The project was carried out in collaboration with Company X and Havd
Group.
The focus of this project was to develop the car seat belt installation part for a
rear-facing child car seat, see the red marked area in Figure 1. The client
Company X plan to develop a rear-facing child car seat for the largest group
segment of rear-facing seats. This requires that one of the installation parts
needs to be attached with the vehicle’s seat belt since the alternative ISOfix

Figure 1: Illustration of a standard rear-facing child car seat

method only manage children up to 18 kg, and not 25 kg as desired. Also, was
an important requirement from Company X that the seat should be able to
incline during transportation. The design becomes limited by this due to the
regulations in ECE R44, which says that no straps or any safety fastening
devices must be rearranged after inclination. A tested and standard solution to
achieve slope changes during travel is to create a separate base which the seat
chair is attached to, where you then only fix the base with the buckles and
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support leg. The fixed base solution was decided to be used since no other
solutions was found. The project became therefore to focus on how the
installation process should be and how the engineering design should be that
affects the installation of the car seat belt. No parts of the planned rear-facing
child car seat had been developed, this gave therefore a lot of freedom for
design solutions.
The child car seat was required by Company X to pass both the ECE R44 and
the Swedish Plus test. The report is showing the development of the seat belt
installation with consideration to the regulations, ECE R44 and the Plus test,
and presents a concept of the design with material- and manufacturing
information. Also, are product costs covered.

1.1

BACKGROUND

The client Company X plan to develop a rear-facing child car seat for the
largest group segment of the rear-facing seats. They were in the beginning of
the process and therefore was this thesis project started to gain knowledge and
ideas.
Company X is an e-commerce company based in Gothenburg and offer a big
variety of child products through their website. They plan to start developing
their own products in Gothenburg and therefore have an interest in exploring
possibilities with a thesis project. They are interested in gaining more
knowledge in product development of child car seats. This thesis work can
give them new ideas and knowledge when developing rear-facing child car
seats.
The client Company X had some initial requirements they wanted the product
to have based on their own market and consumer knowledge, see Table 1.
Table 1: Listed requirements from the client Company X

1

Should allow children from 0 – 25 kg, 8 months to 5 years.

2

Should be easy to understand how to install the product in the car

3

Easy to install in the car

4
5
6

Able to change the inclination of the seat without need of changing
straps or seat belt.
A manufacturing cost at 800 SEK per unit (if specific features add
value, can the cost be changed)
Pass ECE R44/04 and the Swedish Plus test

2

A rear-facing child car seat is a complex to develop and therefore I needed
extra support during the product development. Since Company X was just in
the beginning of the process did they not have any engineers or any CAD
software. A company named Havd Group in Gothenburg was contacted and
they offered their help with support and software during the thesis project.
Havd Group is a company that helps customers to develop their idea through
all the product development steps until a final product. In addition, they
produce and manufacture products in their facility. Havd Group played an
important role in the project, they helped and provided valuable input such as
guidance, technical experience, CAD-knowledge, costs, material and other
important information that was needed in the project.

1.2

STAKEHOLDERS

The stakeholders in this thesis project are companies and people that affect,
get affected or otherwise have an interest in the project.
Users – The product must be accepted by the users to be used and sold, they
are therefore of great relevance. There are two type of users, the adults who
are going to use the product and the children who want to have a comfortable
transportation. If the product fulfills these user group’s needs then it has a
higher chance to be attractive on the market.
Reference Group - Company X and Havd group was both important
stakeholders within the project. The client company Company X who started
the project to gain more knowledge was of great relevance. Since one of the
main goals was to satisfy their demands.
Havd Group have a stake in providing the possibility to perform the project
in a product development environment. They were continuously informed
during the project and provided guidance and advice on decisions through the
project since they had knowledge in developing products. Havd group also
has the competence to further develop the child car seat and therefore are
interested in gaining knowledge if further work would occur.

1.3

OBJECTIVE AND AIMS

The objective of the thesis project was to develop the part of the rear-facing
child car seat that attach the seat belt and present a first digital concept design
of the solution.
The aim has been that the project outcome contributes in providing
information about important safety aspects, materials, costs and forces to pass
the Swedish plus Test and ECE R44. Four research questions were formed
to provide guidance and focus for the project research parts, they were:
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•

How can action elements
behavior/interactions?

•

How to communicate in product design?

•

What are rear-facing child car seat used for?

•

What material properties is important to consider when choosing
material?

1.4

be

designed

to

guide

user

PROJECT SCOPE

The project was going to result in a written report and a digital concept design
of the parts that attach the seat belt. The report was going to cover information
about the first product development steps and provide info about test
parameters, design methodology, problem areas, costs, materials,
manufacturing methods and final design. The concept was going to be
visualized through a digital CAD-model which should show functions,
mechanics, material, design and how it is going to be used.
The economic constraints that must be considered are the manufacturing costs.
The manufacturing costs per unit should be aimed to 800 SEK during
production and be able to manufacture 5000 units per year on annual basis. If
new features or solutions add value a new cost can per unit be considered and
changed.
Project limitations are needed due to time constraints, costs and resources. The
parts of the work that is not going to be addressed are the following:
•
•
•
•

•

1.5

No final physical prototype will be made
No technical drawings of components will be made
Components and functions will be on a conceptual level. This means,
no parts are going to be ready for manufacture.
FEM-calculations and calculations of strength of materials be on a
conceptual level hence in need of further refinement
No usability and ergonomic validations

THESIS OUTLINE

The structure of the thesis is presented below.
2 Pre-study – covers the information that was gathered to understand the
context
3 Theoretical Framework – covers the theory that was needed to know for the
project.

4

4 Method and Implementation – explains the method used in this project and
how the process was performed. Also, is the last is the methods discussed and
analyzed.
5 Results- shows the result of the methods and a analyze of the result.
6 Discussions – covers discussions about the final design related to the theory.
Research questions are also answered along with further recommendations.
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2 Pre-study
This chapter presents the pre-study and aims to provide an understanding of
what is needed to take into consideration when developing the seat belt
installation. The first sections describe child car seat and why it is used through
statistics. Next sections present the result of benchmarking, interviews,
regulations, dimensions, forces, and at last design considerations. Figure 2
illustrate an overview of the used pre-study methods.

Figure 2: The pre-study process

2.1

WHY REAR-FACING?

The reason to develop child restraint systems in vehicles is because it improves
the protection of children in vehicle crashes (Brolinn, Stockman, Andersson,
Bohman, Gras & Jakobsson, 2015). The change from forward facing seats to
rear-facing seats is for example said to reduce the risk by five times for children
to severe head and neck injuries in vehicle crashes (Kamrén et al., 1993).
Children’s heads are larger compared to body size than adults, and their neck
musculature and ligaments are not strong (Stigson & Ydenius, 2017). More
than 70 % of the crashes are forward, or side impact. When side impact occurs,
the direction of the car is still going forward which contributes to similar forces
toward the child as in forward impacts (Henry et al., 2007). Figure 3 illustrate
the distribution of forces applied on a child car seat in forward collision. The
rear-facing seat, the green seat, distributes the load over the entire shell in
forward collision, rather than on the contact points of the belt which happens
in forward-facing seats, see red seat.
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Figure 3: Representation of forces on a rear-facing seat in a frontal collision

A recent survey made by Volvia (2016) indicates that the rear-facing child
restraints for children up to 3-4 years of age reduces the effect of injuries by
90 % compared to an unrestrained child (Jakobsson, Isaksson-Hellman &
Lundell, 2007). All in all, this result in the studies shows clearly the importance
of using rear-facing child car seats.

2.2 USAGE
The Swedish recommendations is to sit rear-facing to at least the age of four
(Trafikverket, 2017). However, to sit rear-facing to at least four years old is
often not done according to a survey (2011) by the Swedish National Road
and Transport Research (VTI). The survey shows that children are seated
forward facing earlier than the recommendations: 94 % of the 1 year olds were
travelling rearward facing, 80 % of the 2 year olds, 40 % of the 3 year olds and
7 % of the 4 year olds children. Moreover, in a survey (2016) the insurance
company Volvia, interviewed 1000 people who transport children (0 – 10
years), showed that 98 % of the children aged 0 to 1 year and 23 months travel
rearward facing. Further, between aged 2 years to 3 years and 23 months, as
many as 77 % travel rearward facing. This indicates an increasing trend
compared to previous years, 97 % and 72 %, respectively. Also, 1 of 4 parents
are said to find it hard to mount/install a child car seat. Further, the survey
also shows that 76 % of the parents turned around their child before 4 years
old because the child was too big, especially there was a stated problem with
the legs for the rear-facing child car seat. In this survey, it is indicated that the
front-facing car seats are experienced as easier to use. It should be mentioned
that since 1992 only 15 children died while seated rearward facing where 4 of
them was in frontal impact. Installation and non-crash related factors such as
drowning, and fire were a dominant factor for the other 11 children (Carlsson
et al., 2013).
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2.3 CHILD CAR SEAT GROUP
The segment of child car seats is divided into different groups in ECE R44
regulations depending on the child’s weight and age (NTF, n.d), see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Three main groups of child car seats

The current project includes Group 1 and 2, see Table 2. The child car seats
differ in safety and design depending on the group they are supposed to satisfy.
The groups are also tested differently and group 1 and 2 is presented later in
chapter Regulations.
Table 2: Group categories in ECE R44

Group
0
0+
1
2
3

Weight (kg)
0 – 10
0 - 13
9 – 18
15 – 25
22 – 36

Age
0–1
0 – 1,5
1–3
3–5
6 – 10

2.4 BENCHMARKING
A product benchmarking was conducted to developing understanding and
knowledge about what today’s products offer to customers. This also included
to develop better understanding of how they are used and how they have been
engineered. This was conducted through my own study of child car seats and
literature.
Three products on the market was especially examined, see Figure 5. These
were in the same category Company X want to take market shares in.
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Figure 5: Three rearward facing products

The examined products offer different features and design solutions, see Figure
6. Although, there are differences between the design, safety was something
all products wants to be associated with. This was examined through
researching which tests and safety regulations the product had completed.
Good comfort and easy usage were something all products promoted that they

Figure 6: Product examination of Besafe Izi Plus tilt
function of the neck pillow

had. For example, Besafe Izi Plus have a feature to change the height of neck
pillow with belt straps.
The whole installation process of the child car seats in the car differs between
the manufacturer and there are mainly three parts in the process that differ:
•
•

The seat belt installation in the child car seat
How to fasten the support leg
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•

How adjust the straps between the child seat and car interior

However, the performance of the function is similar in all cases, but it is
different solutions for doing the manual operation by the user.
The attachment installation that should prevent the seats from moving in
frontal collisions are similar. The seats where you can’t change the inclination
while driving has the same installation process. You drag the seat belt through
the seat chair. The seats with inclination ability require that the user must grip
the seat belt and place it around some type of hooks, see Figure 7. However,
the form that the seat belt should be placed onto is a lot different between the
manufacturer. There is no feedback given to show it is correctly installed and
almost no clues are given on how you should place the belt.

Figure 7: Two pictures showing attachment for BeSafe IZi Plus (left)
and Maxi Cosi Mobi XP (right)

Study by Stigson & Ydenius (2017) reviewed most of the child car seats on
the market. They tested the products which was of interest for this project, see
Table 3. The result shows that the seats are providing similar features, but some
parts differ between them. The legroom and space in the car for the child was
something all seats lack. Maxi and Britax also lack back height. The best seat
in Stigson and Ydenius (2017) test is the Besafe which not only offer many
benefits but also extra side protection (not needed according to any
regulations). The weight differs from 9 kg to 14 kg between these seats, but
all are within satisfied range of weight and length.
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Table 3: Result of the review by Folksam based on Stigson & Ydenius
Green: good

Yellow: not good

From a material perspective, the most common used material for child car seats
are Polypropylene (PP).
This information was of great value since some of these products have already
completed the tests Company X want to pass and hence give inspiration for
material selection or design solutions.

2.5 INTERVIEWS
To understand the market and user situation interviews was held with users,
expertise within child car seats and car retailers. The answers have been
summarized in different sections below. The asked questions are presented in
Appendix A.

2.5.1 The expertise within child car seats

An interview with the traffic safety researcher and associate professor Helena
Stigson from Folksam gave important insights.1They have been developing
child car seats and are now testing child car seats on the market and providing
reviews. According to Stigson the safety regulations ECE R44-4 and Swedish
plus test are good, but new standard regulations, R129, has been implemented
for the smaller child car seats. She therefore thinks it is going to be the same
in the future for 25 kg child car seats. On the other hand, Tommy Pettersson,
laboratory manager at VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport Research
Institute) for crash safety said there are discussions about this but even if it is
going to be implemented it is going to take several years until it affects the
market.2
Stigson describes that when designing car seats is it important to get the center
of gravity down, since many child car seats tend to be too high and this results
in higher torque. According to her, many child car seats has problem with this
1

Personal communication traffic safety researcher Helena Stigson (2017-12-03)
Tommy Pettersson, Laboratory manager at Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute
(2018-01-25)
2
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and it results in too high forces on the child. She also points at the production
as an important point to consider because the seats usually get very expensive,
so much focus should be on lowering the costs with smart and standardize
solutions. When it comes down to material, Stigson recommends a strong
material with flexibility. This has to do with the collision, if the material is
flexible gets the reacceleration smoother and reduces the forces on the child,
according to Stigson.
Lotta Jakobsson, associate professor (Phd) who is Senior Technical leader for
injury prevention at Volvo Cars Safety Centre has been working a lot with
child car seats regarding safety.3 She says, that there is too little research on
rearward facing child car seats. The trend among the big child car seats
manufacturers is to use their forward-facing child car seats and make them
rear-facing. She describes, that this makes them unnecessarily heavy and
clumsy. The rearward-facing still is unique for Sweden even if other countries
have increased their safety standards, says Jakobsson.
“The

main driving factors behind the high usage of
rearward facing car seats in Sweden is mainly a
combination of awareness, education and tradition, also
leading to a social pressure on parents to follow best
practice”– L. Jakobsson (2018)
The main driving factors behind the high usage if rearward facing car seats in
Sweden is mainly a combination of awareness, education and tradition, also
leading to a social pressure on parents to follow best practice according to
Jakobsson. This is the reason why child car seats manufacturer has lower
priorities on rearward facing child car seats.
Jakobsson continues by describing the important aspects of rear-facing child
car seats. The statistics has shown that these seats give optimal protection and
actually can be applied (role model Sweden) in higher ages. Is it probably the
best technical solution to the problem many try solving, the misuse and the
result of it, says Jakobsson. The misuse is a huge problem for forward-facing
child car seats but even if there exists misuse for rearward-facing is the
consequences are not as big as forward-facing because of the protection in the
shell according to Jakobsson.
When designing child car seats there are some aspects Jakobsson points out as
extra important. Knowledge and understanding about impacts and forces
during a collision is essential to know since this affects the design. Further, it
is best to try to avoid nodes with load transfer because of the high forces,
3

Lotta Jakobsson, Senior Technical leader and associate professor at injury prevention at Volvo Cars
Safety Centre (2018-01-20)
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instead it is better to think continuous load transfer through the design. The
attachment controls a lot of the design which affects the weight and usability,
says Jakobsson.

2.5.2 Users

Although all interviewed user acknowledged the importance of rear-facing
child car seats and prioritized high safety when choosing restrain systems, they
all identified problems when using the current systems.
One user experienced was not knowing if the car seat was installed correctly,
resulting in an unsecure feeling. This respondent also claimed that it was
difficult to mount the seat because the space is limited in cars.
Most of the interviewed users turned their child around before the age of four.
The main reason was the children legs which needs to bend because of their
length and small space, this makes the knees come close to the head. Further,
it was problem when the climate is cold, and thick cloths must be taken off
before sitting in the seat. The seat or car could still be cold which made the
child freeze. The users felt that seat is also often two loose when the children
are small and too narrow when they are bigger, hence there is a need for
flexibility.
The information from users confirmed the previously presented statistics and
gave a good understanding of the problem and that there is a great challenge
for child car seat manufacturer to create good usability and products. The
existing products haven’t really satisfied the users and therefore the market
seams open for new products.
Also, the users pointed out that when the child wants to sleep the head often
falls forward, which makes the transportation uncomfortable for the child.
Another negative aspect was that the restrain system takes up a lot of space.
When talking to the users there was a lot of frustration and negative feelings
about the child car seats. The general answers from these interviews gave a
bigger picture of the challenges rear-facing child car seats are facing.

2.5.3 Car retailers

An additional challenge is that the new car models have no new
implementation for child car seats according to retailers. Only the standard
ISOFIX exists and some models has an airbag which automatically turns
inactive when placing a child car seat in the front seat. The car design is also
similar for all cars when it comes to the attachment of the child car seat.

2.6 REGULATIONS
There exist many regulations on designed child car seat because of safety.
Basically, if you are not fulfilling some regulations, then you are not allowed
to sell the product on the European market. Regulations were researched in
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this project, to be able to understand the constraints and which tests the
product must pass. This information was used to be able to select ideas, choose
correct material and manufacturing methods to best pass the regulations and
tests. The minimum test that needs to be achieved in Europe is ECE R44-4
which is presented below. In addition, the Swedish Plus test is presented which
is a complementary test that especially measures the neck forces. These two
tests are focused on since these two are the tests the client company Company
X want to pass.

2.6.1

ECE R44

The European safety approval ECE R44 is the minimum test that must be
passed before selling a new rear-facing child car seat in Europe. The test is
made in one of the 15 countries that has been accepted by ECE R44-4
regulations. This gives approval in all the 15 European countries after
completion. In Sweden, it is Transportstyrelsen that issue the E-approval and
the test is made by VTI (NTF, n.d). The regulations are presented below with
the Swedish test plus regulations.
The test simulates frontal and back collisions. The velocity is set to 50 km/h
in frontal collision and 30 km/h in back collision.

2.6.2 The Swedish plus test

The plus test is a safety test for rear-facing child car seats. It is a complementary
test to existing test methods and not needed before selling a child car seat. The
test was introduced to guarantee higher safety for children and minimize the
risk of misuse (NTF, n.d). The test measures the forces that affects the child’s
neck in a frontal collision. Also, it approves that your child car seat can be
mounted in all seats in the car.
The test is carried out by the Swedish VTI, State road and transport research
institute. The test includes children from 1-6 years who weights between 9 kg
to 25 kg. The plus test can be done in two ways, for max 18 kg and max 25
kg. If the child car seat achieves 25 kg in the back seats but only 18 kg in the
front seat is the approval label set to 18 kg. Therefore, 25 kg is needed to be
achieved on all seats to get the plus label for 25 kg (NTF, n.d).
Some child car seats are only approved to be used either in the back or front
seats, or certain seats. Also, it is no guarantee that the child’s neck is well
protected for frontal collisions. The plus test was therefore introduced to help
consumers to choose a child car seat with extra high safety (NTF, n.d).

2.6.3 Collected regulations from ECE R44 and The Plus test

It is important to understand and identify the regulations when designing a
child car seat since many safety regulations must be fulfilled before selling it on
the European market. The most important regulations in this thesis project
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that affects the seat belt installation are presented in Table 4. More regulations
for the whole child car seat are presented in Appendix B.
Table 4: Regulations from ECE R44 and the Plus test

Design regulations
The colors for the safety-belt route to be used when installed ECE R44
rear-facing shall be blue.
Inclination of the seat shall not require manual readjustment ECE R44
of the straps.
Not to exhibit sharp edges or protrusions liable to cause ECE R44
damage to vehicle seat covers or to occupant's clothing
To ensure that its rigid parts do not, at points where they are ECE R44
in contact with straps, exhibit sharp edges capable of abrading
the straps.
Pass resistance to corrosion test

ECE R44

Pass energy absorption test
Pass overturning test

ECE R44
ECE R44

Pass a dynamic test

ECE R44

Pass a resistance to temperature test

ECE R44

During dynamic testing the child car seat must not be broken ECE R44
or not parts gets loose
No measured neck forces in the P3 dock should exceeds the Plus test
1220N or 1640N for the P6 dock.
Should be possible to mount on all seats

Plus test

Any part made separable to enable components to be fixed ECE R44
and detached shall be so designed as to avoid any risk of
incorrect assembly and use so far as possible.

2.7

DIMENSIONS TO FOLLOW FOR FITTING

When designing a child car seat, it is important to ensure that they will fit in
vehicles. It is therefore important for car developers to provide enough space
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in the car interior for child car seats. Therefore, new (2017) standard
dimensions, in ISO 13216-3:2017(E), has been developed by ISO (the
International Organization for Standardization) that is recommended to be
used by both car and child car seats developers, to ensure that child car seats
will fit in vehicles. The most important dimensions used in this thesis of the
space that should be followed is presented in the Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: The recommended dimensions according to ISO 13216 3:2017(E )

2.8 FORCES ON THE SEAT DURING COLLISION
As previously noted, the reason to have rear-facing child car seats is to avoid
high forces applied to the child’s body since the body is not fully developed.
Hence the child car seat needs to be well anchored in the interior to prevent
it from moving around during collision. The form of the design has to
contribute in reducing the forces to maximize protection. The force directions
have therefore been studied to understand where support is needed to avoid
the child car seat from moving during a collision, and to be able to choose
construction form and material.
The forces can come in all directions during collisions. The most common
(front- and back) direction of collision was more thoroughly studied since
these are tested in regulations (ECE R44 and the Plus test). Although, the
objective of this project was to create a concept that focuses on managing the
frontal collision forces. However, side impacts do also occur and therefore also
studied but no calculations have been made.
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When a frontal collision occur
the child car seat wants to keep
moving in the same direction
the car had just before the
collision, see Figure 9. The child
seat needs to be anchored to
avoid
movement.
The
attachment
concept
was
supposed to manage the frontal
collision, and this was essential
to study.
The forces applied on the child
car seat in front and back
collision is illustrated in Figure
9. The child is the heaviest part Figure 9: illustrating the rotational and forces
of the system and is going to
push back the backrest of the child seat. This is going to cause a rotational
force around the center of mass. It applies two types of forces, horizontal and
rotational (Stigson & Ydenius, 2017),
To have a rough idea about force magnitude that are applied the child car seat
was rough estimated calculations made. The result is presented in Table 5.
The calculations have been made from test parameters and variables that
includes in ECE R44-04 regulations, only horizontally forces were calculated
because they generate the maximum forces. How the calculations were made
is presented in Appendix C.
Table 5: Theoretical forces in front- and back impact

Impact
direction

Speed
(km/h)

Weight
(kg)

Force (N)

Kilogram-force
(kgf)

Front

50

39

5800

590

Front

50

34

5000

510

Rear

30

39

4900

500

Rear

30

34

4300

440
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2.9 PRODUCT ENVIRONMENT
The product must achieve and satisfy both users and technical aspects.
Therefore, a study was made on the environment the product should handle
and what the product must take into consideration. Child car seats must mainly
manage two different design systems; integration with vehicle design and good
design for the user. These are presented below with my own study, and
Folksam’s recommendations.
Note: The child car seat must be able to fit and be mounted in different
vehicles. Only one car has been thoroughly studied in this first phase of the
project, which can therefore differ from other vehicles but in general is the
basic interior similar in design between vehicles.

2.9.1 Vehicle interior design

To develop a safe and user-friendly product, it is important to examine the car
interior design. The child car seat main purpose is to be used in cars. It should
be able to be mounted by users and secured. Also, should the form of the child
car seat fit the car interior design.
In the car interior is there some parts, described below, that are tested and
proved to be durable for high pressure during collisions. These parts are
allowed to be used for installation of child car seats. The child car seat has
therefore in need of be designed in such a way that the attachment goes in
hand with the specific interior parts.
The interior is different between front and rear seats. In the rear seat is mainly
four parts able to be used. These are, see Figure 10, two floor lists (1), floor
(2), the seat (3), seat belt (4). However, the outer elements as door and the
front seat has also to be considered since these takes up a lot of space.

Figure 10: Back seat car interior with marks for the specific parts
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In the front seat, is there same seat belt, floor and seat available. The change
here is the possibility to use the dashboard (5), see Figure 11, and the floor lists
(6) is in another position under the seat

Figure 11: Front seat car interior with marks for the specific parts

The total design should also be able to fit into vehicles and not take too much
space. The rear seats have less space since you have not the ability to change
the inclination of the back.
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3 Theoretical framework
This chapter describes the theory that has been implemented in this project.
The theory is based on aspects needed to understand when designing this type
of product. It contains a presentation of the area that presents the industrial
design engineering, and product understanding as usability, user experience,
product semiotics, to select material, material properties, plastic material and
manufacturing methods.

3.1

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN ENGINEERING

The understanding of the importance of product design has increased over the
last decades. The reason for this, might have to do with user’s decision when
purchasing products. Studies (Moon et al., 2014) shows that users are more
likely to buy products for its design rather than its price. Companies has
therefore start to focus more on product design and uses it as a strategy to
create successful products on the market (Moon et al., 2014).
Industrial design engineering is a relatively new area which can be easiest
described as a combination of two existing areas: Engineering Design and

Industrial design.

Engineering design is a systematic way of developing devices, systems, or

processes. It is an area that is taking into account the manufacturability of a
product as well as many other factors in the product development process
(Dym, Agogino, eris, Frey & Leifer, 2005). According to Pahl & Beitz (2013)
engineers should apply their scientific and engineering knowledge into
solutions for technical problems, and optimize those solutions within the
requirements and constraints, as material, economic, environmental and
human-related considerations (Pahl & Beitz, 2013).

Industrial design on the other hand, is more of an unstructured way of

approaching challenges and is more focused on the appearance of a product
(Colors, texture, shapes, experience, culture and tradition), but also how it
functions, is manufactured and which value it provides for users (Industrial
Designers society of America, 2018).
A combination of knowledge in both parts results in engineers with
understanding of many areas in the product development process
(Roozenburg & Eekels, 1995). Norman (2005) argues that successful products
are best achieved when aesthetic and functional design are combined. The
combination of Engineering design and industrial design can also avoid
frequent conflicts that occurs between these fields (Cross, 2008), due to their
different view of the development process (Persson & Warell, 2003).
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3.2 USABILITY
Usability is an important aspect to consider when designing a product for
today’s market. It is important since it has to do with how easy the product is
to use, and people today are increasingly unwilling to tolerate difficulty when
using products (Jordan, 1998). There exist many different definitions of
usability, but one commonly used is by the international Standard
Organization (ISO) defined as “the effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
with which specified users can achieve specified goals in particular
environment” (ISO 9241-11, 1998).
The product should have good design for both the child who sits in the seat
but also the user who installs the child car seat. The child should be able to sit
comfortable and safe. The seat should be able to carry a child up to five years
old, which makes it important to make the attachment as small as possible to
get more space for the child. Further, study by Volvia (2016) showed that the
reason why people are turning their child before four years old is due to lack
of space. The parent or user who installs the child car seat should be able to
do this without any confusion to avoid wrong installation. The user experience
and usability are therefore a critical aspect to incorporate within the design. It
should be able to easily attach the seat belt onto the product, easy to attach
straps to the floor or seats, easy to mount the leg onto the floor and easy to
incline the seat. To create good usability according to Jordan (1998) 10 things
should be considered and thoughtful designed in the product, see Figure 12.
Jordan (1998) describes that usability can be classified by three words. First
one is Effectiveness, which means to the degree a task is achieved which is
seen as success or failure. For example, if you are going turn on your laptop
and you achieve the task then is it seen as a success and if you not complete,
it is seen as a failure. Efficiency relates to how much effort is required to
achieve the task. Jordan emphasizes that tasks or products with high efficiency
require less effort by the user. This can be measured, for example, by
calculating the amount of errors that occurs or taking the time it takes to
achieve a task. For example, if the user finds the on-button on the laptop
without a lot of thinking then the system is seen as efficient. Satisfaction, in
this perspective, relates to how the user feel when using a product and is
therefore a more subjective judgement. This is not as easy to measure as
efficiency and effectiveness is, says Jordan.
According to Jordan (1996), there is a need to totally change the industry to
create pleasurable products that incorporates usability. However, Jordan also
states that there are several factors that goes beyond usability to achieve
pleasurable products. Factors as emotions when using a product is more wide
ranging than just satisfaction/dissatisfaction which do not only include the
property of usability (Jordan, 1996).
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Figure 12: 10 principles to use for increase usability
according to Jordan (1998)

3.3

USER EXPERIENCE

User experience (UX) is important to study when developing child car seats,
since it deals with the interaction between the user and product. The main
purpose of UX is to gain knowledge of how user interact with the product or
system and how their experience is. In the current case, the user experience
can literally mean the difference between life and death. For example, if the
seat is incorrect installed and a collision releases it from the car interior then
there is a high risk of lethal outcome.
What means with user experience? If you ask someone what they like about a
product or service, then are you asking about the user experience (Garrett,
2010). The differences between usability and user experience, is that usability
look at the ability to complete a task successfully, whereas user experiences
looks at the entire interaction, as emotions, perceptions and thoughts (Albert
& Tullis, 2013). There exist many definitions of user experience, but a wellknown definition is by Norman (2016) defined as “User experience
encompasses all aspects of the end-user’s interaction with the company, its
services, and its products”.
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3.4 PRODUCT SEMIOTICS
The interaction between the user and product comes down to communication.
The product design should communicate the right way to use it and its
function. Product semiotics is the area that deals with communication through
design. This is especially important when designing child car seats, because as
previously mentioned, users do not understand if they are using the product
in the right way.
The word design comes initially from the Latin designare and in other words
means “to mark out”. When creating design you are involved in generating a
sign, a sign for something (Monö, 1997). This is what semiotics can be used
for, to sign, or as communication to user’s through form, colours, smell,
materials, indications, etc.
Monö says that a product is not perceived the same way among a group of
people. Even if people are seeing or interacting with it almost the same is it
they all experience the product differently. The image of the product is
reviewed by the observer’s personality and situation. Further, Monö explains
that we have different life experiences and different points of view, which
affects what we see or feel in a situation.
Semiotics is said to be important to create communication. Monö describes
semiotics as “the study of signs and signs systems and their structure, properties
and role in socio-cultural behaviour”. He further describes that product design
can express differently depending on how it is design. For example, if a big
man with muscles speaks with a tiny, anxious voice, we do not take his
strength seriously. This works the same way with a product, if it has a compact
design that express high strength ability, but the material easily breaks, then
will it be seen the same way as the guy with muscles.

Figure 13: Three categorize we can communicate through

As mention before, semiotics is communication, and according to Monö the
study of this can be performed through five categories: Hear, see, feel, smell
and taste. Since the product was going to most affect the hear, see and feel in
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this stage was they more studied which is seen in Figure 13. Although, is all
senses felt by the user even if we believe it or not.

3.4.1 Gestalt

Gestalt psychology provides an understanding that human needs to recognize
things as a whole not as individual piece. General gestalt rules have therefore
been implemented in the current project and are presented below. Monö says
that we experience parts based on how they work together and affect one
another. Hence, form, colour and material structure should not be seen and
evaluated as isolated factors. The most important once are: “the good curve”,
similarity, area, enclosedness, experience, proximity, symmetry, common
movement. These are presented in Figure 14.

Figure 14: The gestalt rules inspired from Monö (1997)
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3.4.2 Semantic functions

Monö formulate four semantic functions that should be considered in the
product design. These are presented below in each section.
To describe
According to Monö (1997), it is vital to describe the purpose of the product.
This can be done through different features and when user’s gain experience
with similar characteristics features the design can change but still be
understood. The way of functioning should also be described, so the user
knows what the mode of operation is. However, it is often unnecessary to
show a product’s mode of operation. We don’t need to understand how a
phone or a car works, we only need to know how to interact and work with
them.
The form can also communicate how to use the product, see Figure 15.
Depending on our experience and relation to form we tend to act in certain
ways. Monö describes this as “We often unconsciously relate our
interpretations to what our body is able to do and finds pleasant”.

Figure 15: How form affect how we interact with a product inspired from Monö (1997)
To express
The expression of a product is a semantic function. The product reveal
something of oneself or the role one is playing through the design. Monö
(1997), describes this through questions which also relates to humans. What
kind of a person are you? What are your qualities? Are you well-behaved,
educated and experienced? This means what Monö describes as that products
reveal itself by its appearance and its function. In other words, it expresses
something. A more concrete example of the difference between to describe
and to express is a car. The car’s purpose is described through four wheels that
carry a box, which is intended to transport something. The expression involves
the visual appearance, to express speed, status, luxury and so on.
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To exhort
Monö (1997) describe exhort as a process object that informs in a situation.
For example, a green “walk now” signal at a crossing light, traffic workers
signs when redirecting the way, or the phone ringing which we react to
without thinking. Further Monö states, that the function to exhort is intended
to activate a reaction in the user. A thoughtful design results in products that
appear to exhort us directly to do something, through colours or forms that
associates with user experience, trends or cultural understanding. He
empathizes that exhortations are usually done in the form of texts, coloured
lamps, figures etc.
To identify
To create a likeness, it is good to create an identity for the product. Monö
(1997) describes this as a corporate identity, a company profile. This
identification is showing the personality of the product, and often when we
know the personality, we can establish a likeness towards the product.
According to Monö, the process of identification takes place in various ways.
These six categories show how we identify (Monö, 1997):
•
•
•
•
•

A product’s origin
Its purpose
Its affiliations, in product groups, product ranges, etc.
Its placing, and
Its category

3.5 MANUFACTURING & MATERIAL
In this paragraph, is the manufacturing methods and materials described that
was used to create the desired form in the concept. Upcoming sections
contains an overview of some of the researched manufacturing methods and
materials for the current project.

3.5.1 Injection molding

Injection molding is a manufacturing
method that can transform plastics into
complex forms (Lefteri, 2012).
According to Lefteri, is this method
used for larger volumes and a minimum
of 10 000 units. The cost per unit is low
but the tooling costs are high. This is
why it should be used in large quantities
(Lefteri, 2012).
The process, see Figure 16, starts with
inserting plastic pellets which is fed
from a hopper into a heated cylinder.
The screw rotates which push forward
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Figure 16: Illustration of the process for
injection molding

the melted pellets from the heat, when right temperature is reached injects the
plastics by the screw into the moulding tool. When the plastic part is cold and
solid is the finished part ejected with pins from the mold.

3.5.2 Extrusion

Extrusion is a manufacturing method that squeezes a material through a hole
in a die, see Figure 17, and creates a continuous length of material (Lefteri,
2012). The method is a cost-effective process for both batch and large
quantities. It requires a low investment in tool costs compared to injection
moulding (lefteri, 2012). The complex form can be made in profile, just as
long the shape and thickness is same the whole length. The downside is that
the parts need to be cut after to get right length.

Figure 17: Illustration of the process for extrusion

3.5.3 Mechanical properties

The child car seat shall achieve high loads during a short period of time
meanwhile not be too heavy, stand temperature changes, make complex forms
etc. Mechanical properties are therefore essential to have knowledge of when
designing a seat. This was therefore studied to be able to select suitable
materials and manufacturing methods.
When to select and dimension materials is these issues important to address
according to Johannesson et al., (2016).
•
•
•
•

Is the construction withstanding the loads? – build for strength
Is the formability acceptable? – build for elasticity
What is the type of load or damage interaction?
What type of material and dimensions
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Mechanical properties are a wide area but the things that are usually part of
material specification are obtained by tensile testing. The area this especially
examines is the materials yield strength, elasticity, maximum stress before
fracture and ductility. Others important measures as impact resistance and stress
was also studied. These parameters are described below, and in Figure 18
illustrate an example of each property in a standard stress and strain graph.

Yield strength gives information about maximum load the material can

withstand before elongation or breaking. Materials act differently depending
on its properties, some breaks very fast after reached yield strength which is
called a brittle failure (Klason & Kubat, 1995). Others, have a plastic
deformation which is called ductile failure. A plastic deformation has most
metals and especially plastics (Klason & Kubat, 1995).

Elasticity or stiffness of a material means how much the ratio is between stress

and strain (Klason & Kubat, 1997). This measure is done in the area below
yield strength where the material is going back to original shape after applied
stress. The elasticity/stiffness of a material is known by the Young’s Modulus,
named E-module (Klason & Kubat, 1997).

Maximum stress or breaking point is when the material cannot withstand more
stress and breaks apart (johannesson et al., 2016).

Figure 18: Stress-strain graph example of steel inspired from Klason et al.
(1995)
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Ductility is how much load the material can withstand without breaking apart

(Klason & Kubat, 1995). Although, the behavior of materials differs a lot
between metals and plastics. The plastics has in general a much larger ductile
area than metals according to Klason et al., (1995).

Impact resistance is how the material manage applied loads under a short time

period. This is a deal breaker for components function and life cycle (Klason
& Kubat, 1997). It is also highly dependent of the shape (Klason & Kubat,
1997). For example, occurs low impact resistance at sharp edges. This can be
tested differently but when testing child car seats are they using a specific test
which is described in the Pre-study chapter under Regulations.

Stress is the tension or pressure applied on a specific object (johannesson et al.,
2016). Stress is the ratio between force, F, and area, A. The formula is
𝐹

𝜎=𝐴

3.5.4 Plastics

The Polymeric material, plastics, is more and more replacing metals (Johansson
et al., 2016). Johansson describes that currently there are different construction
plastics which has good material properties regarding strength,
environmentally resistant and lifespan that generates the low-density
lightweight constructions. This is therefore suitable for child car seats since
good material properties and low weight is wanted according to the design
specification presented in the Result section under Pre-study. The seat must
withstand collision and at the same time be able to be carried and be mounted
by users. There exist many different types of mixtures and plastics, but it was
later changed to constrain construction plastics to certain areas. For example,
is Polypropene, PP, common to be used for a vehicle interior, dashboard etc.
(Johannsson et al., 2016). The main types of plastics are categorized into three
groups; thermoplastics, thermoset, and elastomers.
Thermoplastics
Thermoplastics are currently used by several child car seat manufacturer, see
the benchmarking paragraph were PP (Polypropene) was used.
The molecules chains in thermoplastics is not crosslinked (as in thermosets)
and the material melts then under heating (Johannesson, Persson & Pettersson,
Figure 2: Stress-strain graph example of steel inspired from Klason et al. (1995)
2016). This can therefore be recycled and melted into another form. The most
common manufacturing process of thermoplastics is forming injection because
of the high pace which suits for high batches. Although, is the tools very
expensive describes Johannsson, Persson & Pettersson (2016). The most
common used thermoplastics is; Polyethylene (PE), Polypropene (PP),
Polystyrene (PS) and Polyvinyl chloride (PVC).
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Common areas to use thermoplastics are vacuum cleaner, household’s
appliances, computer shell, car interior etc.

3.5.5 Polypropylene

The base had to connect different components, create a balance so the child
seat not tilts and protect inner components from getting damaged or doing
damage to user or interior. Moreover, should the form tolerate the car
environment and manage loads.
A cover for the base with smooth design form was therefore needed and a
suitable material for these needs was Polypropylene (PP). PP is a frequently
used plastic material in the automotive industry (Johansson et al., 2016). It can
be made flexible which can make smoother reacceleration the child car seat
during the collision which can lower forces on the child. It can also be made
to withstand high loads and its low weight makes the seat not too heavy as
desired (See Design requirements chapter). Some of the properties of PP is
that it got high fatigue strength, low density 900- 910 kg/m3, mechanical
properties are maintained in water, has high impact resistance and good
formability (Klason & Kubat, 1995). It suits for example injection molding,
vacuum forming, and extrusion.

3.5.6 Aluminum

Aluminum was chosen as one of the materials because of its high strength
compared to weight ratio. Aluminum is after steel the most common used
metals. Aluminum is famous for its low density (2 700 kg/m3), which is 1/3
of steels weight, high formability and high cession resistance. This was
therefore suitable properties to be used for the child car seat.
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4 Method and Implementation
The following chapter describes the process and explains the methods used in
the current project. The general approach is firstly explained, and then
methods are presented in the same order they were used during the project.

4.1 PROCESS
The product development process for this project is based on this design
process, see Figure 19. The areas are divided into five parts: plan, pre-study,
ideation, development and presentation.

Figure 15: Illustration of the process

Figure 19: Process picture

During the first phase of the project goal and time schedule was set up for the
project. Neither myself nor the client company Company X had any
experience of developing a child car seat and therefore the initial plan was to
start with an explorative research about a child car seat. This was done to gain
an understanding of what it takes to develop a child car seat. After the research
was a decision taken to narrow the project down to develop a concept only
on the seat base due to time constraint within this project. Information was
then gathered to be able to develop the base according to different aspects as
regulations and car limitations. A specification was then made from the prestudy which was used as a guideline in next phases and compared in the final
concept. The third step was to generate ideas and come up with concepts,
these were then analyzed, and an idea was chosen to be developed further in
step four. In the development phase was the idea created in CAD and more
information about material and manufacturing was gathered within Havd
Group. The process focused more on hard parts as regulations, forces and
construction instead of a soft part as ergonomics and aesthetic design since
Company X wanted to know more about the hard parts of this project. When
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a concept was done, and information gathered as planned was a presentation
done for Company X, Havd Group and Luleå University of Technology.

4.2 PROJECT PLANNING
A plan for the project was made in the first phase. The project planning should
clarify time schedule and resources. Also, should it give information about
what should be done, when and who will do it (Wikberg-Nilsson, Ericson &
Törlind 2015).
The planning started with a meeting with both Company X and Havd Group
about Company Xs objective and aims with the project. A project plan was
then made by identifying resources, stakeholders, objective and aims, deadlines,
research questions and project scope. This was summarized into one document
and was reviewed by all parts (Company X, Havd group and Luleå University
of Technology). Further, was a Gantt chart made with deadlines and phases.
This was given the project a clear overview of time available and this was
updated during the project when changes occurred.

4.3 PRE-STUDY
In this section presents the methods used to gain information about the context.
The methods used was gain experience, benchmarking, interviews and design
specification and these are presented in the same order they were completed
during the project.

4.3.1 Gain own experience

Since I am not a parent and have not used child car seats many times was it
important to first gain knowledge how today’s product works and create my
own understanding of the products. A 3 years old child was used to test how
it works to fasten a child into a seat and a child car seat was used to test
installation.

4.3.2 Benchmarking

To get a better sense of the competitive products on the market a
benchmarking was done. Benchmarking is a method to gather intelligence
about competitors and has been widely used through history (Stephen & Drew,
1997). This method is used to find strengths and weaknesses of other markets
or business fields. The outcome of this makes it possible to create a product
that differ from current market (Wikberg-Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind, 2015).
An investigation of competitive products was compiled to get a better
overview of the current market. This was made by searching the internet for
different rear-facing child car seats products, visiting stores and by testing and
taking apart one of the competitor’s product. This was done through search
engines as Google, Company X’s website, visiting the store Babyproffsen and
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Company X’s own showroom in Gothenburg, see Figure 20, and use of a real
product.

Figure 20: Benchmarking child car seats within Company X's showroom

4.3.3 Regulations, standards and tests

A child car seat is a safety product and therefore exist many standards,
regulations and guidelines. It was therefore important to study these so they
could be used as a reference when developing the product. According to
Wikberg-Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind (2015), is this very important to use from
the beginning so the final solution is following the standards and regulations.
The purpose of following standards is to reduce costs, improve safety and other
human related factors (Wikberg et al., 2015).
Regulations and tests was conducted by reading reports from two companies,
ECE (Foreign Credential Evaluation Reports) and Swedish NTF (The
National Sociaty for Road Safety). Moreover, Tommy Pettersson was
contacted from VTI (The Swedish National Road and Transport Research
Institute) who is an expert regarding regulations which gave his input about
concepts and rules through the project. Also, were reports from ISO
(International Organization for Standardization) reviewed about standards for
child car seats.

4.3.4 Literature review

A research was carried out by conducting literature from books, research
papers, news, websites, statistics and articles. A literature review is an
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information gather process that is supposed to increase knowledge in relevant
areas for the project (Wikberg-Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind, 2015).
Three procedures were followed to conduct literature and information on
child car seats. First, a comprehensive search of journals was completed with
keywords: rear facing child car seats, crash dynamics, usability, child anatomy,
safety and collision statistics. This was found through three databases, business
source premier, social sciences citation index and Elsevier. Second, several
books were conducted from the library of Chalmers university of technology
in the field of product development, usability, anatomy, manufacturing and
material properties. Third, google search engine was used to study companies
and other media that highlighted child car seats. The words used in google
search were: Rear facing child car seats, safety, regulations, usability and
ergonomic. Certain companies have been studied mainly because they are
managing the tests for child car seats and others competitive companies have
been studied for benchmarking.

4.3.5 Interviews

Interviews was held with both users of rear-facing child car seats, expertise
within the field and retailers. Interviews was done mainly in the beginning of
the project. The purpose with interviews is to gain users experiences or
knowledge from experts within a certain area (Wikberg-Nilsson, Ericson &
Törlind, 2015). The user can give their view about how they use today’s
products and what makes them irritated/happy when using specific products.
This method can be done in both structured and semi-structured way
(Bohgard, 2008).
The method done in this project both structured and semi-structured were
used. The structured way was chosen when interviewing the users and car
retailers about their experience and knowledge on child car seats. The
structured way was used to keep the user in track of problem areas and their
experience. The interviews were performed through talking to parents
through skype or meetings, see Appendix X.
The semi-structured way was chosen with the expertise since this allow for
them to talk more from their own experience and about areas, they thought
was important. Since I had no experience of developing child car seats it was
better that they provided as much information as they could about the area.
This through Skype meetings and e-mail conversations, see Appendix X.
In this stage, the client company Company X wanted focus on the technical
aspects of developing a seat base and therefore semi-structured interview were
carried out with few users and some expertise in the field. The questions were
mainly concerning problem areas and usability. The people who was interview
were:
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•
•
•
•
•

Senior Technical leader for injury prevention at Volvo Cars Safety
Centre,
Laboratory manager at VTI
Traffic safety researcher and associate professor at Folksam
8 Parents with own children from 2-5 years
Retailers of cars

4.3.6 Design specification

A design specification was created after the pre-study based on the information
collected. The specification was made to compile identified requirements and
demands on what the new product should satisfy. In the line with Johannesson,
Persson & Pettersson. (2016), this has been used as a guide when looking for
solutions and when to compare solutions in the process to come up with a
final product solution that fulfil the initial goals (Johannesson et al., 2016).
The specification was based on Johannesson et al. set up. The specification
consisted of the initial demands from Company X, findings from the pre-study,
product dimensions, and important regulations. How the specification is
achieved or not is done by a verification on the final result. Also, each
requirement is divided into wants and requirement. The wants are not needed
to be achieved but would increase the likability of the product by end users if
accomplished and written requirements is needed to be in the final product
solution.

4.4 IDEATION
The following paragraphs explain the methods using during the ideation phase.
The methods are explained in the same order they were introduced in the
project. Although, was the procedure an iterative process between these
methods.

4.4.1 Braindrawing

The ideation phase started with performing the creative method braindrawing.
Braindrawing aims to come up with as many ideas as possible by using sketches
rather than words or speech (Wikberg Nilsson et al., 2015). According to
Wikberg Nilsson et al. (2015), utilize this the creativity in another perspective.
The method was chosen since it was easy to do by one person and with
sketches could I build upon my own ideas.
The method was performed with 10 minutes intervals for 60 minutes. This
gave three sessions of 10 minutes with three breaks. I tried to just sketch as
many ideas as possible and then build upon them.

4.4.2 Clay sketching

To come up with more ideas and to discuss these was a clay & sketching session
performed with a friend of mine who is a design engineer. It was easy to get
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stuck when you do creative methods alone, therefore was it better to do
creative methods with others. Using clay can support the communication and
easiness of sharing ideas. Also, can it enhance creativity during development
of ideas because it gives fast feedback of how to use it (Wikberg Nilsson et al.,
2015).
The creative sessions started with a warmup which was brainstorming around
“how can you attach things?”. We openly discussed and wrote down our ideas
on a paper. When we didn’t come up with any new ideas was clay and
sketching used. From the first ideas, we tried to be inspired to come up with
ideas on “how can you attach a seatbelt onto a block?” instead. The clay
models were small thumb sized and was used to better understand and discuss
the ideas or form.

4.4.3 Workshop

Since I work alone was it important to get input from others who are not
involved in the project. A workshop was therefore performed at Havd Group
with their staff. A workshop is a creative meeting that aims to explore or
develop ideas around a certain area (Wikberg Nilsson et al., 2015). The people
who are invited might be experts, the target group or others who have no
connection to the project. Wikberg Nilsson et al. (2015) describes that the aim
with a workshop is to use the groups creative potential to solve or explore a
problem or area.
A 60-minute workshop was performed with two design engineers and a
project leader from Havd Group, see Figure 21. It was to get ideas into the
project from people who have little or no knowledge in the project. This was

Figure 21: Illustrating one of the ideation processes during the workshop
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made in a conference room at Havd Group. The workshop was divided into
an introduction, warm-up, brainwriting 1, brainwriting 2 and discussion.
I led the workshop and was presenting with a PowerPoint presentation. One
of the participants had children and had used child car seats before. The other
two had no children and therefore not so much experience about the area.
The workshop started with presenting the plan the upcoming hour. An
introduction was then presented about the whole project and scope. Only
parts of the pre-study that was of relevant for the workshop was presented due
to secrecy and not needed be known. The aim of the workshop was presented
and why it should be solved. I told them no critics was allowed, and they
should not think of any limitations. The warm-up exercise was to enhance
creativity through fun and a relaxed atmosphere. The game called “With other
words” was used and participants were divided into two groups who competed.
In the game, you have to describe to your teammate a word with other words
and the other has to guess the word you are describing. The first brainwriting
session started with a question “How do you attach different things?” and they
had to write down as many ideas they could alone on post-it notes for 5
minutes. After this, presented the participants their ideas and used as inspiration
for next session.
Before the next session was a video from YouTube presented. The video
showed how one of the competing products attached the car belt onto the
child car seat. This was presented to give them a better understanding because
the attachment is a tricky process with both user and product placement. The
second session of brainwriting was performed in two 5 minutes interval this
time. I asked a new question “How can you attach a belt on an object that
goes away in one direction?” and a simple squared box was presented. This
was done to make them focus on the base rather than thinking of all limitations
as the space, is it possible for user? and other negative aspects. They completed
first 5 minutes of writing down ideas alone and then was the ideas discussed
and 5 more minutes was then completed where they could build upon other
ideas. The workshop ended with discussion about the ideas and their thoughts
about the project.

4.4.4 Concept creation

The ideas phase resulted in over 100 different ideas and a first selection was
done. Some ideas could be a concept and some as part solutions for concepts.
First, were ideas grouped into different categories, to get a better structure and
overview. The categories were:
•
•
•
•

Clamp
Turn/friction
Clicking
Hook
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From these ideas was the most relevant and feasible concepts chosen. The ideas
were selected based on the design specification, regulations and if I saw
potential in the idea.

4.4.5 Sketching

To better understand and communicate the ideas was simple sketches created
to show or explain different concepts along the project. According to Wikberg
Nilsson et al. (2015) is sketches a great tool to use to come up with ideas
because of the speed and easiness to communicate the ideas. Wikberg Nilsson
et al. (2015) describes that is it not the result of the sketch that is important, it
is the process sketches starts. One idea lead to another idea and so on.
Therefore, were sketches used in various phases along the project. Sketches
was made to show others my ideas but also did other people sketch who
wanted to share their idea. More detailed sketches were created when few
concepts still were analyzed. In last, was three concept equally detailed sketches
to be shown to others and support for decision making in next steps.

4.4.6 Decision matrix

To narrow and decide which ideas should go further for development was a
decision matrix made. The matrix evaluates each concept against the product
criteria which is based on the collected information from the pre-study and
the client company Company X (Wikberg Nilsson et al., 2015). The concepts
were rated from 0 – 5 in each criteria, where 0 stands for not achieving the
criteria and 5 for full achievement. The rating was based on my own
experience and knowledge.
The criteria’s that was used was usability, manufacturing, feasibility,
complexity, price, new thinking and manage collisions. When every concept
and criteria were evaluated was each concepts score calculated. The three
concepts that had highest number was chosen to be developed and analyzed
further. Two concepts were very similar and got almost the same score. These
concepts were therefore merged into one concept for further development.

4.4.7 Feedback

The three ideas were then shown to people with different skillset within Havd
group and Tommy Pettersson at VTI (Swedish National Road and Transport
Research Institute). Havd Group main goal was to help with manufacturing
and give inputs regarding the construction, costs, feasibility and manufacturing.
Tommy Pettersson are in the committee who makes the regulations and could
therefore give input regarding regulations, such as if they would pass the
regulations before testing the collisions tests.
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To perform this was handmade sketches done of the concepts to be shown for
other people. This was then first shown for my supervisor at Havd Group who
have knowledge in construction and manufacturing. Then was the concept
shown to operators in manufacturing who have more practical knowledge.
Also, was the concept shown to the owner of Havd Group who have worked
with safety during many years and manufacturing.
Over a skype meeting was the concept shown to Tommy Petterson who
examined the concepts and gave his knowledge regarding regulations. He gave
then input of what has to be changed or what was not able to.
The feedback was of great value since it gives early feedbacks so less later
changes have to be made. To make changes late in the project takes more time
since the concept is more detailed, so it is easier to change the path now. Also,
makes it possible to choose the best idea to continue with.

4.4.1 Refinement of concepts

The three concepts were redesigned from the feedback given in previous step.
These were also more studied and analyzed according to same criteria as in
decision matrix. The three concepts were then sketched on paper in a more
detailed and expressing way. The concepts sketch was made in a similar quality.
If concepts are shown in different quality is the best quality often preferred
although they are not the reasonable choice.

4.4.2 Final decision

A voting method based on Wikberg Nilsson (2015) was used and the
information gathered in the pre-study. The voting method was done by asking
six people within Havd Group who worked with development. They voted
on the preferred concept. When doing this method is it important according
to Wikberg Nilsson to present the concepts equally.

4.5 DETAILED DESIGN
To create the design for the base and hook was mock-ups methods used and
CAD modelling in Solidworks. It was an iterative process between making
mock-ups and CAD modelling. Although, was the design process started with
function test, sketches and paper mock-ups. When the basic design was
determined was CAD used to make simple 3D printed parts and later was it
more detailed design.

4.5.1 Function test

The initial function test of the hooks was tested by using two carabiners that
represents the hook form. These were then tested both used separately and
connected to a child car seat placed similar as the desired concept. The test
was carried out in a car were only how the idea worked, ergonomics and
movement space were analyzed.
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4.5.2 Sketches, paper- and 3D printed mock-ups, CAD

To increase the knowledge of the concept was mock-ups made. According to
Wikberg-Nilsson et al. (2015) can this be made to test several things, such as
investigate functions, size or proportions and ergonomics. This can answer
questions in a quick and simple way.
These was done through different prototypes methods, such as sketches,
function test, paper mock-ups and 3D printing. This was an iterative process
where tests were made and after each trial was changes made if needed.
Hook design
The hooks had to be strong to withstand forces and at the same time be user
friendly, easy to use and work as an attachment. This is similar as attachment
systems they use when climbing, attach boats and backpacks. An inspiration
board was therefore created of different attachments hooks gathered to give
more input.
Ideas was then from this created by a combination of brainstorming and
braindrawing together with mock-ups. The mock-ups were tested in a car
with the seat belts and this was an iterative process until a final hook solution
was created. This was used to fast and easy generate ideas and take decisions if
it works.
The base
The attachment of the buckles onto the base had to be designed so it would
stand high forces and be easy to connect the hooks. The design of the inner
structure of the base had also make space for the seat form, support leg, and
back letches. Since these things are going to be designed in next phases was
the child car seat Maxi Cosi Mobi XP used as a reference. The dimensions of
the seat form, positions and support leg design was used.
The ideas of the structure were made through brainstorming, sketches and
feedback from Havd Group.

4.5.3 Design for Manufacturing

It was important that the idea could be possible to manufacture because it
would give a hint if the solution would be able to produce and what the
concept would cost to make. Therefore, was this involved early in the process,
thus the idea did not get too complex to manufacture. The manufacturing
process affects the design a lot and this was therefore an iterative process
between changing the design for manufacturing while keeping the desired
function and user experience. This was done through researching in literature,
meeting with a company, testing mock-ups and information from Havd
group’s constructions people.
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Visit at the company Hydroextrusion
The company Hydroextrusion could perform extrusion of aluminum was
contacted. The visit resulted in feedback of the hook’s body design to make it
possible to manufacture with this method. Only the main body was showed
due to secrecy. It was possible to use this method if smaller changes were
made.

4.5.4 Material selection

When developing new product concepts engineers and designer need some
knowledge and understanding of different material properties (Johannsson,
Persson & Pettersson, 2016). The selection of material is dependent on both
the product geometric form and the production process. The material
discussion should therefore come in early in the construction phase. According
to Johannsson et al. (2016) loads on a component is also a factor when
choosing material and geometry. The manufacturing method affect the
properties, and this too should be chosen dependent on the batch size.
This was done by studying literature, meeting with an external company and
discussions with Havd Group. Different materials were selected depending on
its purpose in the design. Choosing right material was a complex process for a
child car seat because many factors must be considered, such as durability,
strengths, temperature, formability, environment friendly etc. Many tests are
also involved in the process and without this experience or knowledge was it
hard in advance to know if it works. Also, when using plastic is a big factor
how you put the fibers, and this makes it hard to know in advance how it is
going to behave during collision. In this phase, as therefore only some
analyzing been made to get an indication of appropriate materials.

4.5.5 Finite element method

To make sure the concept had the right strength was Finite Element Method
(FEM) used. This was to get an indication if the design form and material can
possibility be used as desired. FEM analysis is a simulation of physical objects
where you can through a numerical technique calculate different scenarios,
such as fluid behavior, stresses, thermal passage, forces etc. (Kuna, 2013).
The calculation was made in NX 12 design simulation feature on the inner
main body in the hook. The forces were applied where the seat belt should
be, see red arrows in Figure 22, and where the highest forces would possibly
be. The material was then selected to Aluminum 6061 which was the closest
material to perform same properties as a future aluminum alloy.
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Figure 22: Applied mesh, forces and constraints on the body of the
hook in NX 12.

4.5.6 CAD development

The last step in the development of this project was to make a detailed design
in CAD. In this step has the time been spent most on analyzing the concepts
parts and improved the failures. New solutions were created by both sketching
rapid sketches and feedback from design engineers at Havd Group. The
sketches and feedback helped to generate different ideas and with CAD could
these be tested if they worked or not. This was an iterative process between
material-, manufacturing- and design form possibilities to create a final design.

4.6 METHOD DISCUSSION
The methods used in this project are discussed regarding the reliability and
effectiveness of the methods.

4.6.1 Pre-study

Understanding the context was done with different methods. The literature
study gave good insights about the child car seats due to the many articles
found on the internet. Although, was most of the findings only about why
rear-facing seats are the best option and displayed problem areas of using child
car seats. Only one article was found on what the rear-facing seats should
focused at or how should the design be to achieve high safety. However, this
is probably because the rear-facing seats are not common to use in other
countries than Sweden. To complement this would it have been good to visit
VTI or any test center of child car seat to understand better what happens
during a collision. The information from the interviews with the expert in
child car seats gave therefore valuable information who had knowledge of the
collisions. However, it was hard to only relay on this information in next
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phases. If proper understanding could have been gained about forces during
the collisions could it probably have helped to better validating the concepts
in next phases.
The benchmarking was mainly done through visiting stores and Company X’s
showroom. This was a good way of understanding how the product works
and how it is engineered. Some of the seats had passed the regulations the
client Company X wanted to achieve and the child car seat gave therefore
inspiration on design forms. Using this method was therefore a great way to
fast get an indication of what is needed to be done.
The analyze of the regulations was a challenging task since it is a lot of different
rules. It took longer time than expected and hard to use and navigate through.
An overview was though collected in this project which was good. Some
regulations were important to have knowledge of since it affected a lot of the
form. However, many of the regulations is going to affect the design in later
stages through tests. Collecting these could have been left out in this stage and
saved more time for other parts of the project.
Interviews was done with some experts and users. Interviewing people who
work with developing or reviewing child car seats was a very good way of
gaining knowledge in the development. These were interviewed in the
beginning and gave clearance of the main things to focus of when developing
rear-facing child car seats. Some users of child car seats from Sweden was also
interviewed which was good since I am not a parent myself. This could have
been done more to understand the user’s situation better. I felt through the
project that I had lack of experience of using this type of product and maybe
if more user interviews or observations had been made could I felt surer about
collecting right ideas in next stages. The time constraints of the project limited
this part of the project. Although, could many problem areas be found through
surveys and test reviews from other companies.

4.6.2 Development

The starting point of the development was the ideation phase. Three methods
were used: braindrawing, clay sketching and a workshop. The braindrawing
method was not only used in the beginning it was used several times when fast
solutions was needed to be found. This method was a good and simple way to
use since only paper and pen is needed. The clay sketching method did not go
as expected even if it gave valuable information. The good part with the
method was that it was easier to understand the ideas and how it should work
comparing to drawn sketches from the braindrawing. However, it did not
bring as many ideas as the braindrawing because it was a bit time consuming.
It was used in the beginning of the ideation phase and it was good since issues
and discussions could take place when the form was better understood. The
last method used was workshop. The workshop held at Havd Group was a
good method and gave many new ideas. They was not known of the
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regulations and even without this knowledge could many of their ideas be
used. Also, did they questioned today’s solutions which brought up new path
of thinking which lead to new ideas.
The concept was then made and evaluated. Due to the time planned to chose
concept was only sketches made. This made the evaluation be based more on
my own estimations and maybe because of this was not the best solution
picked. Adding user tests with simple mock-ups would have given more proof
of which concept is the most suitable.
In the last stages was it an iterative process between several methods. It was
much to go back and forth to change the original ideas to match in the CAD
model. Making a CAD model was good to see the proportions and how it is
going to work. The feedback given from Havd Group was also of great value
since the solution could be more realistic even though more work is needed.
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5 Results
This chapter presents the result of the different phases; Pre-study, Ideation,
Development and Final design. It offers illustrations and conclusions of each
findings and methods.

5.1

PRE-STUDY

In this section, only initial product requests and design specification is
presented. The other result in the pre-study is presented in chapter 2.

5.2 DESIGN SPECIFICATION
The design specification, see Table 6, consisting of Company X’s request and
information gathered in the pre-study is presented below. The target was to
achieve ECE R44 and the Plus test. The specification is focused on the
requirements that affects the attachment system. If the product must achieve
the requirement is it labelled, R, and if it is wanted, W. A broader and detailed
specification is presented in Appendix B.
Table 6: The design specification

Aspect Design
specification
Engineering
Engineering

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

Engineering

Engineering

Req. by who?

Keep low weight, max
total 9 kg.
Material properties
must follow the
requirements in ECE
R44/04
The manufacturing cost
per unit should be 800
SEK
Should withstand a
force by 10000 N from
frontal collision
Dimension should be
within ISO standards;
Width: 440 mm Depth:
535 Height: 720 mm
Not to exhibit sharp
edges that can cause
damage to vehicle seat
covers or users’ cloths.
Ensure that rigid parts
where they are in
contact with straps,
exhibit sharp edges
capable of abrading the
straps.
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Company X & R129

R

ECE R44/04

R

Company X

W

Set by me based on safety factor
2

R

ISO

R

ECE R44/04

R

ECE R44/04

R

Engineering

Engineering
Functional

Functional
Functional
Style or appearance
Style or appearance

5.3

Any part made
separable to enable
components to be fixed
and detached should be
designed to avoid any
risk of incorrect
assembly and use so far
as possible.
Should be possible to
mount on all seats
Inclination of the seat
shall not require manual
readjustments of the
straps.
Easy to mount
Able to change
inclination of the seat
while driving
The colors of safety belt
route should be blue
Clear instructions on
how to install the child
car seat

ECE R44/04

R

The plus test

R

ECE R44/04

R

Company X
Company X

W
W

ECE R44/04

R

Company X

W

IDEATION

The result of the generated ideas during the ideation process is presented in
this section.

5.3.1 Brainwriting

This resulted in lots of ideas that focused on different design forms the base
could have to attach a seat belt, see Figure 23. Some of the ideas was similar
to the existing ones on the market with smaller changes. Most of the ideas was
mainly about a form on the base that you drag around the seat belt onto, which
is typical for today’s child car seats. Some new ideas were about making the
base in two separately components you fasten together when installing the seat.
After a while was it easy to get same ideas again and was hard to change path
because the method was done alone.
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Figure 23: Sketches from the brainwriting sessions

5.3.2 Clay sketching

This method resulted in more good discussions about the design possibilities
rather than on many ideas. The clay made it possible to better understand the
form and what is possible to do, see Figure 24. It gave also better discussions
where both understood each other ideas. Here were also similar ideas as in
previous
Brainwriting
method made in clay.
New ideas were about
changing inclination and
position of the seat, see
Figure 24, to get more
space when attaching the
seat belt. Making clay
models
was
time
consuming which resulted
in less ideas. It was though
a good method to get a
better understanding of
the possibilities and
Figure 24: Clay models of the base form
constrains of the form.
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5.3.3 Workshop

From the workshop came lots of good ideas. The first phase of the workshop
was about “how can you attach things”, this resulted in over 30 ideas, see
Figure 25. For example, was many ideas on clamping things together, clicking
the belt together as backpacks or using friction as screws, glue, door knob etc.

Figure 25: Post-it notes from the first ideation exercise

The second phase was more specific “How can you attach a seat belt into an
object”. This resulted in more ideas related to the seat, see Figure 26, and
concepts was built upon each other during the discussions sessions after each
brainwriting.

Figure 26: Sketches from the workshop
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This workshop gave great input because they generated many good ideas and
lead to new way of thinking regarding the design possibilities. For example,
was the ergonomic situation highlighted by the group and this gave ideas to
first attach sort of clamps onto the seat belt and then attach those onto the base.
This generate more ideas in this path where you connect the seat belt and the
base together by using already existing seat belt buckles and seat belt tongues.
More ideas were also about the form on the base, more of hooking on the seat
belt on the base. Many interesting ideas and discussion resulted this workshop
in.

5.3.4 Clustering

The result of the initial selection was three concept categories. Many ideas
from the workshop and my brainwriting sessions was in each of the categories.
A lot the ideas was smaller part of a whole solution. Also, some of the ideas
was similar and made to one concept. The elimination started here where ideas
was compared to the design requirements and regulations. The categories
were:
•
•
•

Classic attachment of belt
Divide the product
Attach by locking

clustering method resulted in a better overview of the ideas. Some ideas were
too similar and made to one concept. It was also easier to compare the ideas
when paired in group. The elimination started here where ideas was compared
to the regulations and design specification. If they passed these was they taken
for further development. From over 60 ideas was 30 concepts taken further.

5.3.5 Concepts

The result of the sketching phase was 17 concepts. The concepts were inspired
from the previous phase and categorized into two groups: classic attachment
and new thinking. Each concept is presented, see Figure 27 and 28, with a
short explanation and a picture is illustrating the concept. The concepts are
presented in two groups below, first illustrated the classic fastening and then
the new thinking.

Classic attachment means that the child car seat is one piece where you attach
the belt under the child’s feet. This attachment is the most common one on
the market. The new thinking concepts are not seen on the market.
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Classic fastening

Figure 27: Illustrations and descriptions of the classic fastening
concepts
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New thinking

Figure 28: Illustrations and descriptions of the new thinking
concepts
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5.3.6 Decision matrix

In Table 7 is the result of the decision matrix presented. The three concepts
with highest score was decided to take further for evaluation. These were:
Niklas, Amanda and Fredrik. The Erik concept was also taken further because
during this matrix got the ideas near score and the concept was similar in
design form.
Table 7: The decision matrix

The matrix showed that the concepts are good in different aspects. The first
concept Niklas that was chosen had high usability points and managed collision
but low in new thinking and manufacturing. The second concept Amanda had
high in usability, price and new thinking but low in complexity and manage
collision. The third concept Fredrik got also high usability rates, manage
collisions and new thinking but low in complexity and manufacturing.

5.3.1 Feedback

The feedback from both people at Havd Group and Tommy at VTI gave
valuable information. The feedback that was given from Havd Group and VTI
were for each concept:
Niklas
The concept is possible to do in plastic or other similar formability materials.
The injection or vacuum molding would probably work. Some changes have
to be changed on the form. The form on the wings should be straighter, see
Figure X, and not twisted because the force is going to be high small dots
which makes the wings want to turn around. Extra material needs probably be
created on the wings. It is a risk that the wings can be hard design to withstand
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the collisions. The weight and price can therefore change depending on the
strength.
According to the regulations is the concept accepted but plastic material is very
hard to work with when passing the collision tests. This is because the fibers
in the materials needs to be in right direction.
Amanda
The concept would be possible to do in steel or any hard material with
molding plastic around. The turnbuckles used in today’s car should be possible
to buy from suppliers for a low price. The most complex thing is going to
create a design on the hooks that can attach both the seat belt and the base,
meanwhile keeping the child car seat steady. More work has to put into this
concept to analyze if it is going to work. If a design can be done on the hooks
with standard forms then can this be a very cheap solution. The idea is easy to
understand because it uses same technology as used in today’s cars. The idea
should be more tested with easy prototypes, just to be certain that the idea
work and easy to do.
According to the regulations needs some changes be made. The child car seat
needs to be one piece. Not any small parts that are affecting the safety is
allowed to be taken off and on. Both seat belts need to be used but only one
needs to manage the collision. This means that the other belt, for example the
waist belt can just be attach anywhere on the base. This is because the belt is
going to move around during collision and can therefore affect the safety.
Fredrik
The manufacturing would be possible to do if any of the classic attachments
are used. When you only have a base can you easier make a standard form
which also lowers the costs. The idea with taking the seat of from the base
could though be a hard problem to solve. To be able to change the inclination
and take it off, and at the same time withstand high forces seems like a very
hard technical problem. The concept is therefore moving problem to another
area which is not certain to be able to be solved. This idea was therefore
recommended to wait with before knowing if it is possible to do the take off.
If there exists a similar solution then would this idea be could to do.
The regulations were no problem with this concept.
The feedback was of great value since it gives early feedbacks so less later
changes have to be made. To make changes late in the project takes more time
since the concept is more detailed, so it is easier to change the path now. Also,
makes it possible to choose the best idea to continue with.
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5.3.2 Refinement of concepts

The three chosen concepts were in more detailed studied and analyzed after
the feedback. The concepts were discussed with people within Havd Group
who had knowledge in construction and manufacturing. Three more
complete concepts where then made and each are illustrated and described
below.
Concept Niklas
The concept, see Figure 29, was inspired from Maxi-Cosi solution when you
attach the seat belt first under and taking back over the wings. The differences
are the form and to manufacture it in another material.

Figure 29: Sketch illustration of the Niklas concept

Concept Amanda
This concept, see Figure 30, uses your experience from attaching seat belts.
You first attach two types of karabiners on the seat belts and then attaching
these onto the base with buckles. The base has two installed turnbuckles which
should be able to withstand high forces.

Figure 30: Sketch illustration of Amanda concept
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Concept Fredrik
This concept, see Figure 31, is in divided parts, seat and base. The seat should
be easy to take on and off. The base has a simple form to attach the belt onto
and gives a lot of space.

Figure 31: Sketch illustration of the Fredrik concept

5.3.3 Final elimination

The best concept of this three was chosen to take for further development. A
decision was therefore made where the concept was compared. One of the
concepts, Fredrik, was after a deeper research decided to not take further
because the technical solution that might be required for taking off and on the
seat while keeping the inclination function is a too high risk to be too hard to
solve.
The decision was therefore between Niklas and Amanda. Both concepts
require a lot of work after the project to make sure it works but both have a
potential to work. The decision was therefore more based on the theory and
pre-study, which would fulfill these requirements as user experience, forces,
costs etc.? Also, were the concepts shown to six people within Havd Group
who had some knowledge in engineering and child car seats. They were asked
to vote for one concept they preferred the most.
This resulted in that the concept Amanda was chosen to take further. All
people who were asked to vote for one concept was choosing the Amanda
concept. The arguments were mainly because it seemed easy to understand
when it uses same technique, they are used too with fasting seat belt. Moreover,
was it something new and if the same buckle system is used as in today’s car
would the solution probably be cheaper to manufacture.
Based on the theory of user experience and usability was Amanda concept also
better suited. According to usability principles by Jordan (1998), presented on
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Page 24, is Amanda compared to Niklas achieving them better. For example,
the compatibility of the concepts is more followed in Amanda because it
provides almost same technique as the fastening of the seat belt that are used
in today’s cars and same clicking noise feedback when attached. This feedback
is also in Jordan’s principles. The child car seat is going to be used in cars and
therefore would probably most people be aware of that method. This would
probably give more user control which is also one of the principles. The Niklas
concept is not giving any feedback if it is really attached. Also, is the
attachment not common to do which makes the user not so experienced about
the method.

5.4

DETAILED DESIGN

This resulted in the chosen concept being further developed in the aspect of
functionality, design, choosing manufacturing methods and material. Also,
how the parts should be designed and constructed to be assembled so they
work as intended. The concept was initially divided into two areas: the design
of the hook and base.
To try the function of the concept, simple mock-ups were made with
karabiners, paper, and simple 3D printed prototypes. To get ideas on how the
hook could be designed was a benchmarking done which resulted in an
inspiration board. In the last step, was the focus on developing the concept in
CAD to make the final design and make sure components worked as intended.
Also, was the strength of the hooks tested through a FEM analysis.

5.4.1 Function test

The function test resulted in a better knowledge in how it would work and
what needs to be improved.
The idea worked as desired but challenges with the concept was identified. It
gave an indication that the form of the hook that is in contact with the seat
belt is important to consider. The seat belt got easily wrinkly, see Figure 32,
and this have to be straight to increase safety.
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Figure 32: A function test with Maxi Cosi XP and two carabines

The small space was also something that was notice. This made it hard to make
proper tension between the seat belt and the child car seat. The child seat is
safe and correct installed when it is fixed, which is made by the tension you
build up with the straps, support leg and seat belt. The base width has therefore
to be shorter than this Maxi Cosi Mobi XP to make it work. Also, was the
size important to consider because the space is limited and therefore needs the
hooks be as small as possible.
In general, gave this function test a good indication that it was easy to perform
the idea, the constraints and some problem areas. This was gathered
information was just in later phases.
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5.4.2 Inspiration board

The result of the inspiration board is presented in Figure 33. This gave form
knowledge and how you can make attachment components. This was used as
inspiration and as basis for next methods.

Figure 33: The inspiration board

5.4.3 Rapid prototyping

To create the design for the base and hook was different prototype methods
used and a CAD software. First is the concept development of the hook design
described and then the base structure.
Hook design
A design for the hook was developed with braindrawing, see Figure 34, and
rapid prototypes. The focus of the ideas was to come up with a hook that
placed the seat belt in right position, make the seat belt stay inside, and
attachment of the buckle tongue.
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Figure 34: Sketches and ideas for the hook design

A quick prototype, see Figure 35, on the
hook design showed that the function
seemed to work as desired. It was easy to
attach the hook onto the seat belt and
positioning of the seat belt in the hook was
correct. However, some identified
problems was seen with the hook. The
angle of the area where the seat belt contact
occurs on the hook has to match the normal
angle position the seat belt has, which had
to be improved. Also, by pulling the hook
horizontally to the right (seen from the
Figure), which represent the collision
forces. This made the seat belt stack in one
of the corners, which probably would affect
the durability due to twisting of the belt and Figure 35: Testing prototype
of the hook
forces applies on a smaller area.
To avoid the belt from sliding out from the hook was it decided to have some
sort of locking system. This was created to make sure the belt could not get
out when it’s attached to the belt. A form of lever arm was integrated with a
spring, same function as some products from the inspiration board. Picture of
the process can be seen in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Process picture from prototyping and tests
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Fem analysis on the hook
The result of the FEM analysis showed where stresses would occur and how
high these are. The result of the simulation is shown in Appendix D. This
indicated that the hook had be changed to a larger design form to withstand
the forces. This was only done on one component which was the most critical
component to pass the tests. Other components were left out in this stage due
to the time constraints and more work was needed on several parts before
testing.

5.4.4 The base structure

The refinement work resulted in various concept alterations concerning how
the buckles could be designed into the base, see Figure 37. One concept was
chosen as the best solution because it spread the forces on a bigger area and
therefore probably avoiding too high forces on specific load dots. The idea
was then more refined and developed in the later stages during the detail design
phase in CAD.

Figure 37: Sketch ideas on how the base structure should be
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5.4.5 Computer Aided Design

The CAD modelling in Solidworks resulted in a CAD-model of the final
concept, see Figure 38. The Problem areas were identified along the modeling
and different suggestions for solutions was implemented. This was an iterative
process between sketches, feedback from Havd Group and CAD modelling.

Figure 38: Picture of the CAD-model in Solidworks
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5.5 FINAL RESULT
The final concept is presented in this section were different parts as explaining
the structure, how it works, how it should manage forces, chosen material,
manufacturing methods and costs is described separately.

5.5.1 Design

The final concept is a design for the installation device with the vehicle’s seat
belt, see Figure X. The installation device is the first developed part and is a
partial solution for the whole rear-facing child car seat. The concept has
considered the inclination function of the seat during driving and therefore is
the concepts components not fasten to the seat. This makes it possible to fixate
the base.

Figure 38: Final design presentation

The concept has two separable hooks, see Figure 38 (blue color) and an inner
structure (green color) that should manage forces and attach the concept into
the child car seat. This is integrated with a base cover (black color).
The concept is a lot different compared to the existing solutions on the
market. The main differences are:
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•
•
•
•

Removable components during the mounting.
The installation maneuvers
Giving feedback if it is locked
Using a similar attachment process as the other straps

The concept of the hooks has an opening with a gate latch that makes it
possible to attach the seat belt and keep it inside by the latch. The latch can
open up in one rotation, see Figure 39, and stops at one position. It should
work as a spring.
The hooks have a buckle tongue designed into its form to connect with the
buckles on the base. The buckles work the same way as the existing buckles
in today’s vehicle.

Figure 39: Presentation of the hook

The inner structure concept has a U-shaped form which is attached to a plastic
cover with ribs. The shape makes it possible to create a balance in the base
which can probably manage loads more effectively. The structure can also be
changed if needed when developing and integrating next components, such as
support leg, the seat, and straps.
The process of installing the seat belt is illustrated in Figure 40 on the next
page. The figure is only illustrating the components that is developed until
now. First, you fasten the seat belt and then you can place the child car seat
on the chosen seat. Now you can detach the hooks from the base and place
the seat belts into the hooks. Drag then the hooks back to the base and
connect it to the base.
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Figure 40: Instruction of the installation process
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5.5.2 Manage forces

To manage loads during collision is the base and the inner structure (green),
see Figure 41, integrated. The idea is to use the ability of creating ribs inside
the base during the manufacturing process. The ribs can then be used to fasten
the inner structure and take up high loads. Making the inner structure as one
piece makes easier to spread out the forces on larger area which decreases the
stresses.

Figure 41: CAD model of the design engineering

During a frontal collision wants the base to move forward, and by stopping
the movement is forces going to appear, see Figure 42. The contact, see green
marked area, is the contact area is supposed to stop the movement. The seat
belt is integrated with the hook which is going to take up loads and the ribs is
also taking up high loads. The whole inner structure with the hooks is going
to be exposed by high loads as well and needs to be further tested and
developed.

Figure 42: Illustration of the forces on the inner structure
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5.5.3 Material & Manufacturing

The planned material selection for the components in the concept is described
below. The name of each component is described in Figure 43.

Figure 43: A visualization of components and its given name

A plastic material, Polypropen (PP), are planned to be used on the case of both
hook and base. PP is commonly used in the automotive industry for the
interior and other child car seat manufacturer. It is a plastic material with good
flexibility, formability, and is possible to attach external components with
threaded holes for screws. Also, has it been used by other child car seats
manufacturer which means that they have passed the regulations. Both the
hook and base form is meant to be manufactured with injection molding.
The main inner body that is supposed to manage high loads is planned to have
aluminum due to the low weight relative strength. The hooks are supposed to
be used by hands and therefore is a low weight material wanted. Steel is also
an alternative material, although is the weight of the steel three times higher
(Sapa, 2012). The manufacturing method is planned to be through extrusion
because aluminum and the design form was best suited for extrusion. The
method is also cost effective and keeps the strength of the material during the
production. Laser cutting was an alternative method, but it is difficult to cut
in aluminum due to the ability of conduct heat (Lefteri, 2012).
The whole inner structure is supposed to be stiff with hard materials to make
sure it keeps the structure in place. The structure has to withstand high loads
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on smaller areas and therefore needs stronger material. The ribs are instead
planned to be more flexible, so it gives a smoother reacceleration during a
collision.
The pipe is planned to be of steel with threaded holes on each side. This can
then connect the lever arms onto the pipe with screws.
There exist companies that develop buckles and buckles tongues with lever
arms and it is therefore probably cheaper to buy directly from these than
develop own.

5.5.4 Product costs

The component costs were analyzed to get an indication of what the concept
would cost. To get an indication of what the concept would cost relative to a
whole child car seat was additional costs estimated. The child car seat MaxiCosi Mobi XP was used as a reference.
Different manufacturing companies was contacted who estimated rough prices.
It was mainly Swedish companies that was contacted. Some components had
to be estimated by me from the market price.
The component price is based on producing 5000 products each year. In
Appendix E is a detailed product cost presented.
The parameters that was taken into account was: component cost, tool cost,
assembly cost, and the packaging box for delivery. The costs are (per product):
Only concept cost:
Total cost (incl assembly):
Additional tool cost:

249 SEK
1019 SEK
1 080 000 SEK

5.5.5 Analyze of the result

The main function, according to Brolinn et al. (2015), of rear-facing seats is
to improve the protection of children in a collision. The seats are installed with
different fastening devices to prevent the seat from a fast movement which can
injure the child. This project focused on the fastening device with the car seat
belt. The main function of installation with the seat belt is to prevent
movement in a forward direction towards the front of the car. Preventing
movement has to do with the design form and materials. The design form is
highly dependent to match the car interior design. Also, is the strict regulation,
ECE R44, affecting the design outcome.
One factor that can be added to this as a result of the literature study,
benchmarking and interviews is the ease of use. According to surveys (VTI,
2011; Volvia, 2016), are children often turned forward facing earlier than the
recommendations by Trafikverket. The reasons are due to the negative user
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experience of the existing child car seats. Good usability was therefore focused
on with theory to prevent users from getting a negative experience. However,
many more variables affect safety and ease of use which has been difficult in
assessing through theory and within the project time.
The concept is focusing on separating the base and seat. This is going to allow
the seat to be inclined while driving (desired function from Company X)
because of a regulation in ECE R44 states that no straps or seat belts can be
readjust after inclination during transportation. The focus became therefore to
fixate the base and make space for components that both allows inclination
ability and fastening the two parts.
The concept is meant to give the user more control of the installation. In
relation to theory improves the ease of use according to Jordan (1998) by
giving the user more control. This is done through product communication
(Monö, 1997). The concept is planned to give more user control by
theoretically using gestalt rules and Jordan’s ten usability principles. The hooks
are connected to buckles which are going to be used in a similar way like the
existing seat belts in cars. This is supposed to be understood by the user
through the experience factor (Monö, 1997) or as Jordan (1998) describes it as
the compatibility principle. The existing solutions seen from the
benchmarking are not giving many cues since the operation are not common
to do on other products.
The buckles give also the important feedback principle (Jordan, 1998) from
both the clicking sound and that it gets locked. The feedback does not exist
on other products. It is also important that similar tasks are made in similar
ways, according to Jordan, and therefore should the other later developed
fastening devices be done in similar ways. All fastening operations during
installation are often made differently on the existing rear-facing child car seats.
The principles should be considered in further development to keep good
usability.
The blue color of the hooks is meant to give cues to the user what they are
supposed to be used for. In ECE R44 (Design specification) shall the
components where the best route of the seat belt should be blue. The user
knows this information might they understand easier what the hooks are used
for. The hooks are also designed and should be used in a similar way like the
common karabiners, lifting hooks and climbing hooks products. This makes
the hooks easier to be understandable since many users have probably been in
contact with these types of hooks.
The concept, I believe, would work in theory but full-scale prototypes must
be made to test the result in a real environment. Also, it is a partial solution
and humans tend to see objects as a whole and not individual pieces (Monö,
1997). The solution might, therefore, need to be further developed to fit the
whole performance of the child car seat.
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The forces are a central part of the product performance which is needed to
be further studied. If the concept can manage the forces is too early to declare
and needs to be further studied. The concept needs to be more developed to
make sure it can withstand high loads. However, the buckle system is not
something new and is therefore highly likely to manage the loads. The
vulnerability, I believe, of the concept is where components are fastening
together since high stresses occur in smaller areas (Johannesson et al., (2016).
The consensus of the analyze is the concept has a potential to work based on
the theory but needs to be further tested to understand if it can work. No
similar concept exists on the market which makes it harder to know in advance
if it would work. However, as Jakobsson (2018) explained are many of the
large child car seat manufacturer turning their front-facing seat rear-facing.
This makes it believable that new solutions might be better suited for the rearfacing seats than the existing ones.
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6 Discussion
The objective of the thesis project was to give Company X a deeper
understanding of what it takes to develop a rear-facing child car seat 0 – 25 kg
and present a first digital concept of the seat belt installation.
The process to develop the design for a seat belt installation was a challenging
task because many design issues must be considered, such as safety regulations,
crash dynamics, anatomy, user experience, manufacturing feasibility, material
properties, tests and car environment. Also, the research within the
development of rear-facing child car seat was limited, which also the expert
Jakobsson (2017) confirmed. It was difficult within the time frame of this
project to go through all aspects. The focus became therefore more to gather
an overview of the main areas; safety (completing regulations), ease of use
(usability and user experience) and manufacturing feasibility (including
materials). More knowledge therefore needs to be obtained to understand
what it takes to develop a child car seat. To fully understand, I believe, the
development, needs a whole child car seat be developed and tested where you
gain knowledge by a trial and error process due to the lack of research. The
lack of research probably exists because Sweden is far ahead of other countries
(Jakobsson, 2017) in using rear-facing seats for higher ages.
The decision to limit the project to the fastening part for a child car seat was
because the other functions or parts was similar for all child car seats seen on
the benchmarking. This part was the main function that differentiated the child
car seats between each other and laid the foundation of the whole design.
I decided to take further a concept that stands out from the current market.
The evidence of improved safety is clear (Brolinn et al. 2015; Turbell, 2016;
Stigson & Ydenius, 2017; Volvia, 2016; Carlsson et al., 2013) and many rearfacing seats already exists but they are not used as recommended (Trafikverket,
2012; VTI.n.d). This knowledge combined with the usability concerns from
survey by Volvia (2016), I believe, makes it essential to try new ideas, especially
for the larger seats with its space constraints.
The regulations affected a lot the design possibilities since this must be
followed. This made the project challenging since it puts constraints on how
things can be engineered. However, the regulations exist to guarantee high
safety, and this is the reason why we develop child car seats in the first place.

6.1 REFLECTION
As mention in the discussion, can the project be divided into three areas: the
safety aspects to both pass the tests and make a safe seat, how easy the product
is to use and the manufacturing feasibility with material consideration. Also,
was theory gather along the development process.
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The development of a child car seat involves many areas but the development
process in this project was necessary keys for reaching the desired result. Since
the product are contact with both hard and soft parts, such as forces and
usability, needs knowledge in both areas to create a product that fulfills these
two parts. However, the resources and project time for the project made the
many of the estimations based on my own knowledge and experience rather
than proven facts. Although, as notice during the pre-study is the research
lacking for rear-facing seats and no answer could be found. This made it hard
to navigate to a result that would work in practice and gain concrete
knowledge of what it takes to develop this type of child car seat. Many
decisions were therefore based on my own estimations and experience which
can have affected the outcome.
The theory immersion (including regulations) took longer time than expected.
There exist many regulations for designed child car seats and this took longer
time than projected. Although, was the regulations something that had to be
consider since these must be passed. Although, could the time been spent less
on the regulations in this stage since no tests or simulations was going to take
place.
That leads into another factor that had a big effect on the result which was the
testing. The tests that was made gave relevant information, but they could
have been better performed. More tests should have been done with different
users to get a better understanding if the final result would work as desired.
Full scale prototypes would therefore have been good to do in this stage. This
would have taken more time but would have given better validation of the
concept. Other tests that probably would have aided the concept evaluation
are testing the strength of the design form and material through simulating the
forces. The lack of tests makes it hard to with clear evidence know if the
concept would work or be better than the existing products. The reasons that
not these tests not were completed dependent on different aspects. One reason
is the project time because making prototypes is a time-consuming process.
This was also discussed in the beginning of the project as something to put less
time on to have more time gathering information on other areas. Another
reason was the costs for making full scale prototypes.

6.2 CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions of the project are described in this section. Conclusions are drawn
about the project’s objective and aim along with answering the research
questions that oriented the theory immersion.
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6.2.1 Objective and aims

The objective of this project was to develop a concept of a seat belt attachment
design for the car seat belt to be fasten to the child car seat that follows the
regulations.
The result of the CAD model displays a concept for the installation design.
The concept has followed the necessary regulations until this stage. However,
the concept needs to be further tested and developed to properly evaluate the
result. It cannot be judge in this stage if the concept is working or not.
The project’s aim has been to understand and gain information about what is
needed to consider when developing the installation design. The aim was met
to a certain extent. The important aspects have been studied but deeper
knowledge through literature and tests are needed to fully understand what it
takes to develop the product. Although, is deeper knowledge obtained
through this project and the aim can therefore be viewed as achieved.
The objective and aims was met regarding the time and resources asset for this
project. More knowledge is going to be gained if the child car seat is continued
developed and if more tests accord.

6.2.2 How can action elements be designed to guide user
behavior/interactions?

The purpose of guiding user is to make them understand how the product
works. If the action elements are designed correctly (easy to use) has the system
good usability. The usability is therefore an important aspect to consider when
designing action elements. To create good usability according to Jordan (1998)
should his ten usability principles be followed. Also, according to Monö (1997)
is the nine gestalt psychology rules important to integrate in the product design
which ease the communication between the user and product.

6.2.3 How to communicate in product design?

Communicating can be done performed through five senses: Hear, see, feel,
smell and taste (Monö, 1997). Monö explains that the design of a product can
communicate differently depending how it is designed. Products should,
according to Monö, consider four important categories to communicate
through product design. First one is features should describe the purpose of
the product, such as function and form. To help achieving this can the product
be design on what we believe our body can do and finds pleasant (Monö,
1997). The second, is about the expression of the product. The product reveal
something about itself through the design. The expression involves the visual
appearance, to express speed, status, luxury and so on (Monö, 1997). The third
one is to exhort which means that the product should inform about a situation.
The product design should activate a reaction in the user to do something. For
example, when the phone rings we react without thinking (Monö, 1997). This
is usually done through form of texts, colored lamps and figures (Monö, 1997).
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The last one is identification which creates likeness towards the product. This
shows the personality of the product and humans tend to establish a likeness
towards a product if we know its personality (Monö, 1997).

6.2.4 What are rear-facing child car seat used for?

Rear-facing child car seat is used for protecting children during transport in
vehicles (Brolinn et al., 2015). The child’s neck musculature and ligaments are
not fully developed which makes them vulnerable in collisions. Most collisions
are frontal (Henry et al., 2007) and by using rear-facing seats are the likely
hood of injuries reduced by five times according to Kamren et al. (1993).

6.2.5 What material properties is important to consider when
choosing material?

According to Johannesson et al. (2016) is mechanical properties a wide area.
The most important ones are obtained by tensile testing. The tensile tests give
information about yield strength, elasticity, maximum stress before fracture
and ductility. From this data can various analysis be made to understand how
the material behave and depending on the desired function can a material be
selected.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
The project resulted in a digital concept and more knowledge was gained
about designing a seat belt installation device for a rear-facing child car seat.
The focus became to come up with an idea and design a conceptual solution
that can manage the car seat belt. Recommendations of next steps is described
below.
A reasonable next step would be to create a full-scale prototype and try the
solution in a real environment with users. This should then be tested with
potential users who might give relevant information about the design and
usability.
Another important step is to gain more knowledge from collisions tests. It was
hard to asses information about how the rear-facing seats acts during a collision
during this project. A visit at any testing center of child car seat to gain
knowledge about the forces during a collision would help to design the seat
correctly to manage forces. Additional simulations software that can simulate
forces in a collision would be something that could be used to help understand
how the concept acts in a collision.
As this is only a partial solution would also a predictable step be to continue
develop more parts of the child car seat which can be put into a whole design.
The design is going to be integrated and therefore would it be good to decide
the other solutions before working in more detailed with this concept.
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Some parts of the concept such as how the components should be connected
needs to be more developed. In this stage is the concept illustrating a basic idea
how the concept should work, and thus more engineering must be put in to
understand if it would work in practice.
Materials needs to be more studied and thoroughly selected to pass the
regulations and withstand the loads. The limited time spent on the selection
makes it up for more improvement.
In general, it is important to continue develop the product with consideration
about the user experience. There already exist rear-facing seats and if the
experience of a new product can be improved is the chances, I believe, high
that it would succeed on the market.
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8 Appendice
Appendix A
The interview questions that used in the project with experts, users and
retailers are described below. All interviews were made by speech through
either meeting, skype and e-mail conversations.

Interview questions for the experts
The interview with the experts was not strict according to questions. As
explained in the method section for the interviews, was these questions the
base of the conversation. The interviewee chooses the direction which I
responded to do learn more and asking why things was important did I do
along the conversation.
•
•
•
•

What is your background within child car seats?
What are the problem areas with today’s rear-facing child car seats?
Which areas do you believe is important to consider when developing
a rear-facing seat?
What regulations are important to consider in the initial phase?

Interview questions for the users
The interview with the users was done in a similar way as with the experts.
The main area that was discussed was about their feeling of using rear-facing
seats and problem areas. Many of the questions lead to interesting answers
which was followed up by asking why so the user had to explain a bit further.
This helped to better understand the situation and gain knowledge about the
use of child car seats.
•
•
•
•
•
•

How long have you used rear-facing seats?
How do you feel when you use these seats?
When did you turn around your child to front facing?
What are the problems you encounter when installing the seat, using
it and not in use?
Do you have any recommendation to focus at solving?
Do you feel it is important that the child is in a rear-facing seat?

Appendix B
Here presents a more detailed design specification that was collected during
the project.

Appendix C
Force calculations
The equation that calculates the force, F, in motion is Newton’s second law
𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎

(1)

where m is mass, and a stand for acceleration (Serway & Jewett, 2018).
Acceleration is unknown which must be calculated. The acceleration formula
is
𝑣 −𝑣
𝑣
𝑎 = 𝑡2 −𝑡 1 = − 𝑡1
(2)
2

1

where v2 and v1 is after and before collision, since after, v2, is 0 km/h was the
formula simplified (Serway & Jewett, 2018). The estimated time, t, during
collision is also unknown. This must be calculated through
1

s = v1 t + 2 at 2

(3)

where stopping distance, s, is known. Insert of (2) in (3) gives
𝑠 = 𝑣1 𝑡 −

1 𝑣1 2
𝑡
2 𝑡

= 𝑣1 𝑡 −

1

𝑣 𝑡
2 1

=

1

𝑣 𝑡
2 1

(4)

then let t be alone gives
𝑡=

2𝑠

(5)

𝑣1

Inserting the known values (from paragraph 7.2.1.1 in ECE R44) for front
impact and mass 14 kg child car seat to s = 650 mm = 0,65 m and v1 = 50
km/h = 13,889 m/s gives

𝑡=

2 𝑥 0,65 𝑚
13,889 𝑚/𝑠

= 0,09359 𝑠

(6)

The time, t, during stopping distance is 0,09359 s when colliding in 50 km/h.
This is simplified and based on that the deformation is the same during the
whole collision period.
Insert the result from (6) back into (2) gives

𝑚
13,889 𝑠
𝑚
1
𝑎= −
= −148,4 2 ≈ 18 𝑔
0,09359 𝑠
𝑠
then insert this into equation (1) and known mass, 25kg + 14 kg, gives
𝐹 = (25 𝑘𝑔 + 14 𝑘𝑔) 𝑥 (18 𝑔) = 5490,8 𝑁
The total force, F, on a 39 kg child car seat is 5490,8 N. This is the minimum
force in theory the seat must withstand in front collision.

Appendix D
The stress analysis made in NX 12 is presented below on the inner hook
structure. Figure A represent the initial design form which was later design to
manage higher loads, see Figure B.

Figure A

Figure B

Appendix E
The detailed product cost is presented below. The first section shows only the
concept costs and together with external costs for the whole seat is a total cost
presented. The costs are based on asking questions directly to suited companies
and retails costs. This could give an estimated cost analysis. The numbers are
presented in Swedish crowns, SEK.

